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“Poolburn Hill: Fog on the Manuherikia.” Oil on Linen. 910 x 1010 mm. 2018.

Firstly, this week we are finally facing up to the 21st
century and joining both Facebook and Instagram where
I will be occasionally posting new paintings and
photographs. So before you read any further: ‘Like Me!’
It’s a lush and luridly green Central Otago from which I write this
early summer Newsletter: our farming neighbour Kate advises
that November alone here welcomed more than half the normal
year’s total rainfall. Local farmers are jubilant, but green has
never been my preferred colour, especially in Central, and I
impatiently await the arrival of some consistent heat and the
parching of the hills around us.
2018 has been productive at the Cambrian Studio. I’ve dived into
some challenging themes, holding my breath as one must, and

the results have been stimulating for me, one idea leading to
another and my enthusiasm higher than I can recall for some
years. Perhaps it’s an age thing...in May I farewelled my 60s and
when the birthdays begin to start with a 7, one’s viewpoint on
life and how much of it is left does shift perceptibly: I am more
conscious than ever of how much I still want to do before the
lights go out.
International interest still grows meaning that this year, once
again, paintings have gone to fine collections far from these
shores, and a handful to homes closer to us.
Subjects have been typically close to home: Falls Dam, Ida Valley,
Poolburn Hill and here at home the astonishing light effects and
seasonal changes on the Hawkduns and Mt St Bathans – although
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I did divert into two oils
focused on Collioure in
southern France which I could
not shake out of my head
after we holidayed there a
couple of years ago.
In September I showed four
oils with my painter mates
Jeffrey Harris and Simon
Richardson and others in
Dunedin at Milford Galleries.
The “Southern Gothic” show
was a rare opportunity to
have some paintings in the
public domain. I continue to
work on studies of Fi, too,
which I so much love doing.
My pleasure in the studio this
year past is largely thanks to
the contentment I feel in life
with my remarkable Fi: I feel fortunate every day to have her with
me. We have been anchored at home, but escaped briefly twice
to the sultry climes of Port Douglas and Thailand – welcome
breaks after serious periods of solid work. I do try to get across
the Tasman to spend precious days with my 3 grand daughters in
Melbourne, and have managed to catch a couple of good
exhibitions at the same time: the ‘Treasures of the Rijksmuseum’,

“Silent Spring, Falls Dam.” Oil on Linen. 710 x 1010 mm. 2018.

and the big show at the National Gallery of Victoria of 160 works
from the Museum of Modern Art, New York. It’s such a fascinating
exercise standing in front of the real thing, when familiarity is
normally nothing more than via the page of a book; the experience
is sometimes thrilling, sometimes less so. But I confess there’s
nothing to match the opportunity to inspect Vermeer’s sublime
“Woman in Blue Reading a Letter” (1663) at close quarters,

“On Patrol, Downs Road.” Oil on Linen. 770 x 1370mm. 2018.
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without
the
menacing
presence of an armed guard
or the pressure of pushing
crowds.
Our relationship with “100%
New Zealand” has continued
fruitfully with six additional
images planned to be released
shortly. They will be distributed
to the art print retail trade and
will be available on the
website under “Fine Art Prints”
in the new year.
And it was a great pleasure to
have some of my photographs
beside my much admired

“Irishman Creek.” Oil on Linen. 760 x 1220 mm. 2018.

friend Owen Marshall’s work
inside the covers of his new,
very well received book of collected poems, “View from The South”.
Owen and I have been good mates for more than 30 years. The
reviewer in NZ Listener called him “NZ’s Robert Frost” which is true
of his poetry; in fiction and short stories he is NZ’s John Cheever.

My bookish passions continue unabated thanks to The Book
Depository with some excellent discoveries i.e. “Mavericks and
Modernists” by Martin Gayford, Andrew Graham Dixon’s excellent
biography of Carravaggio, both “The Supermodel and the Brillo

“Night Fire, St Bathans.” Oil on Linen. 705 x 1010 mm. 2018.
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Box” and “The Orange Balloon
Dog” by Don Thompson, and
the unvarnished, very bracing
“What’s
Wrong
With
Contemporary Art?” by Peter
Timms. Marvellous stuff, as
ever, from Robert Hughes is
collected in “The Spectacle of
Skill,” and the ever-brilliant
Simon Schama’s “Hang-Ups” is
an enlightening read. Besides
art I do devour all I can on the
phenomenon of Trump, much
to my wife’s distress....Michael
D’Antonio, Matt Taibi and Rick
Wilson have all written
informatively and engagingly
about The Don, all cutting
through the smokescreen of
desperate spin and alternative
facts.
A word to owners of paintings:
for their protection long-term,
it is recommended paintings
should be varnished after a substantial period of drying and
hardening. Some works will have been varnished already but if
not, please get in touch with us and if I can’t do it I will make
some recommendations. Contact details below.

“Chapelle St. Vincent, Collioure.” Oil on Linen. 840 x 1010mm. 2018.

So we head into summer and 2019 with plenty of ideas to explore,
and the real possibility that I might at last, alongside the
watercolours and oils, get back to some egg tempera painting.
I’ve been planning them for years.
Our beloved ‘special needs’ dog Milo is
keeping us fairly close to home so it’ll
be a solid year of solitary confinement
in the studio for me here at Cambrian
Valley – a pleasing prospect in this
fortunate place.
We send every one of you our very best
wishes for 2019.
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“Hawkduns and Cloud.” Oil on Linen. 400 x 510 mm. 2018.
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